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coSt eVAluAtIoN MoDelS of r&D ProDuctS of INDuStrIAl
eNterPrISeS
Purpose. To develop a pricing model for R&D products of industrial enterprises that would meet the changing conditions of
the market environment.
Methodology. The research was based on a set of methods, including comparative analysis, which was used to compare existing
approaches to pricing for R&D products; Mamdani algorithm of fuzzy set theory to develop a methodology for forming the price
of R&D products taking into account their consumer value and market receptivity; matrix method – to determine the level of the
average market price for R&D products.
findings. The existing methodological approaches to pricing in the market of R&D products of industrial enterprises are ana
lyzed; their advantages and limitations are highlighted. A methodology for pricing R&D products has been developed which allows
us to take into account their consumer value and market receptivity. The matrix method for determining the level of the average
market price for R&D product is explained. Based on the authors’ approach, comparison of the prices of R&D products with the
prices of their market counterparts was conducted. The probability level of the obtained results is estimated using the example of
R&D products of LLC “Diada Group”.
originality. A model of pricing for R&D products is developed. It is based on the methodology of forming the price of R&D
product taking into account its consumer value and market receptivity, the matrix method for forming the average market price of
R&D products, and the approach to comparing the obtained showings with the prices of market analogs. In contrast to the well
known ones, such a comprehensive approach allows us to achieve a higher level of price accuracy, since a set of heterogeneous
features of factors influencing the price of R&D product is taken into account (by developing a correction factor based on the
Mamdani algorithm of fuzzy set theory). The approach to the formation of features of factors influencing the price of R&D prod
uct makes it possible to maneuver the composition of R&D product features.
Practical value. The authors’ pricing model for R&D products was tested at LLC “Diada Group” and demonstrated high pos
sibilities to improve the accuracy of price formation in the reality of changing market. Being a fairly flexible pricing tool, this
model can be applied in the practical activities of enterprises in various sectors of the economy.
Keywords: R&D product, pricing models for R&D products, commercialization of innovations, competitiveness, knowledge intensity
Introduction. The current state of socioeconomic devel
opment, which is characterized by a radical change in the
technical and technological paradigm within a globalized
world, is marked by new phenomena and processes. In con
trast to previous eras, where the formation of new technologi
cal methods of production was based on a small number of
breakthrough inventions that changed the structure of produc
tion, today we are witnessing an avalanche of invention, the
products of which destroy the stability of all spheres of society.
The relative predictability of innovative development in
herent in the world economy a few decades ago and described
by M. Kondratiev (M. Kondratiev, 1928), S. Kuznets (S. Kuz
nets, 1971), G. Mensch (G. Mensch, 1975), Ch. Freeman,
Y. Clark and L. Soete (Ch. Freeman, Y. Clark & L. Soete,
1982), Y. van Duijin (Y. van Duijin, 1983) and other research
ers, is proved difficult to achieve in modern conditions. The
shortening of the life cycle of generations of equipment and
technologies, the pulselike nature of the cyclicity of innova
tive renewal of production (for example, in the field of indus
trial electronics, the intervals between the generation of break
through innovations have reduced to 2–4 years) requires in
novators to respond almost instantly to changes in the global
market conditions. Today, more than ever, it is of particular
importance to create approaches that would help to quickly
assess the situation and create a price for R&D products that
would ensure the profitability of the innovative business in an
© Pylypenko H. M., Prokhorova V. V., Mrykhina O. B., Kole
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extremely unstable market environment. The success of the
further transfer, commercialization, and market launch of
R&D products depends on the correct pricing model. This, in
turn, has a significant impact on the pace of the innovative
development of the country. The latter is highlighted in the
Global Competitiveness Report [1] and the preamble to the
International Valuation Standards 2020 [2], and European
Valuation Standards 2020 [3].
literature review. Pricing issues for R&D products arouse
considerable interest from scientists and experts. In particular,
C. Borgs and a group of scientists created a computer system
that makes it easier to set prices for goods due to the presence
of a clustering element [4]. S. Morenoa and D. Epstein offer
approaches to determining prices for innovative products of
pharmaceutical companies [5]. P. Chwastyk and M. Kolosow
ski proposed methods to estimate the cost of planning, devel
opment, and activities in the R&D sector [6]. Some method
ological aspects of the evaluation of R&D products are given
in the work by F. Barillas and J. Shanken, who compared the
most common asset pricing models and proposed a testing
procedure for determining prices [7]. Elements of the R&D
product evaluation are given in part in O. Matushevska and
N. Katkova [8], where proposals were developed to improve
the efficiency of ensuring the economic stability of industrial
enterprises in Ukraine.
A certain number of scientific papers are devoted to the
economic evaluation of R&D products from a macroeconom
ic perspective. For example, D. Kiselakova, B. Sofrankova,
and coauthors offer their own view on solving the problem of
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R&D in the development of global competitiveness on the ex
ample of Slovakia [9], while M. Wang’s work deals with meth
ods for evaluating and applying academic technologies in Tai
wan [10].
Despite a significant scientific background, the real acti
vity of business entities in the field of R&D continues to gener
ate problems that need to be solved. Thus, for companies that
create innovative products, there are still relevant issues of cre
ating a price formation tool that would meet the modern re
quirements of the changing market and would be effective for
both developers and consumers. This issue is particularly im
portant for industrial electronics enterprises, where the most
promising economic activities are concentrated today and
whose products form the technical and technological potential
of the country’s economy.
It should be noted that the existing approaches to ensuring
pricing for R&D products are mainly based on quantitative as
sessment methods. This complicates management decision
making processes, which must take into account the variability
of market conditions. Expert methods also do not provide an
effective basis for justifying the price of R&D products.
A combination of quantitative and expert methods is needed to
ensure a comprehensive approach to pricing for R&D prod
ucts.
Purpose. This work purpose is to create a pricing model for
R&D products of industrial enterprises that would meet the
changing conditions of the market environment.
results. The theoretical and methodological basis of the
vision of innovative development is presented in [11], and the
sources for the development of methods and models for the
valuation of R&D products is carried out in [12], where, in
particular, a matrix approach to market pricing is developed.
The basics of evaluating innovative technologies in the digital
economy are explained in [13]. Based on these previous stud
ies, as well as empirical data on the pricing of R&D products,
we have formed three hypotheses, which were tested by direct
ly evaluating various R&D products from the field of indus
trial electronics.
Hypothesis 1. The authors’ pricing model for R&D prod
ucts will contribute to obtaining reasonable results since it
makes it possible to aggregate and account for a heterogeneous
set of factors influencing R&D products.
Hypothesis 2. The characteristics of generalizing factors in
fluencing the price of R&D products that are used in the au
thors’ model are universal, suitable for pricing purposes in the
case of any type of R&D products.
Hypothesis 3. The authors’ methods of price adjustment
for R&D products are suitable for pricing purposes in short,
medium and longterm periods.
It should be noted that several documents regulating gen
eral approaches to the valuation of R&D products have been
developed in the world practice. The main groups are Interna
tional Valuation Standards (IVS) [2] and European Valuation
Standards (EVS) [3]. The role of these groups of standards is
defining because they are part of the international legal and
regulatory framework (Directives and Regulations of the Eu
ropean Union). Important for evaluation purposes are the
three, presented in EVS, European Business Valuation Guid
ance Notes (EBVGN), which follow from EVS and provide
more detailed information and explanations on the main is
sues and evaluation techniques.
In Ukraine, the evaluation of R&D products should be
made in concordance with IVS and EVS and be carried out on
the principles of national standards approved at the state level.
Pricing is based on the assessment of the cost of R&D prod
ucts, and therefore, similar methodological approaches are
used, which are costbased, revenue, comparative (market),
and combined. In Ukraine, they are approved by the Resolu
tion of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated 03.10.2007
No. 1185 [14] (with amendments and additions). These ap
proaches are represented by different types of methods.
164

Traditionally, companies’ price formation for R&D prod
ucts is based on a costbased methodological approach, taking
into account all types of costs incurred by the developer (en
terprise) during the creation of this R&D product. In this case,
various methods of costbased approach can be applied (in
particular, replacement cost, initial cost, cost gain, coefficient,
and others). The costbased approach methods are based on
the economic principles of substitution and price equilibrium
and provide fairly accurate results for pricing purposes.
Costbased approach methods are most often used during
the basic evaluation of R&D products, the formation of cost
estimates for research and development work based on R&D
product data, and so on. Often, the costbased approach is
used to determine the value of R&D products in order to
transfer them to the assets of a business entity and increase its
market value.
On the one hand, determining the price based on the cost
based approach is less risky than other approaches, since it is
based only on the actual costs of the developer. However, on
the other hand, the price set by this approach may not reflect
the actual place of a particular R&D product among competi
tive products during its market launch. This price also does not
take into account the future benefits of using the R&D prod
uct, social standards, and moral tear of the R&D product (in
particular, if the R&D product is developed for a long period
of time – more than five years). The approach also does not
take into account the risks of the licensee obtaining economic
benefits from the R&D product.
The total cost of developing an R&D product is primarily
used as a source for determining the breakeven point of a
given R&D product. In other words, such methods can only
show the “lower limit” of the R&D product price, which will
require further adjustment to take into account market condi
tions (consumer requests, market trends, the appearance of
technology characteristics after its market launch, and so on).
This reduces the effectiveness of using costbased approach
methods in pricing for R&D products.
The revenue methodology approach allows us to set the
price of an R&D product as the present price of future eco
nomic income that is associated with the ownership of this
R&D product over its estimated cycle of life. Among the
methods of this approach are: the discounted cash flow meth
od, royalty method, real license fees, method of profit capital
ization, method of excessive income, and others. The price of
an R&D product based on the methods of this approach is
formed by calculating the present price of the projected future
benefits. The application of the revenue approach is based on
determining the amount of profit that can bring an R&D
product, as well as capitalization rates that take into account
the risk associated with the return of an R&D product. The
complexity of applying revenue approach methods for an
R&D product is due to a significant level of subjectivity in the
justification of cash flows, which are often determined by the
place of application of this R&D product. In general, this
methodological approach is universal, making it possible to
determine exactly the cost of an R&D product, which should
be set according to the scenario of the commercialization of
the R&D product. The disadvantage of the revenue approach
is the difficulty of obtaining initial information for pricing
R&D products.
The comparative (market) methodological approach to
pricing for R&D products is represented by the following
methods: cost of acquisition, comparative sales, expert assess
ments, and so on. The application of the approach is the pro
cess of evaluating the market value of an R&D product by
comparing similar R&D products and comparing them with
the evaluated R&D product. The “downside” of the compara
tive approach is blurring the uniqueness of the R&D product,
since objects with similar consumer value will have similar
prices. Effective application of the comparative methodologi
cal approach is possible if estimators are able to collect an ar
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ray of diverse information (production, market, financial, etc.)
not only on the R&D product in question but also numerous
analogs.
Among the disadvantages of this approach, we should note
the complexity of mutual understanding between the parties of
the concept of comparability of R&D products and their ana
logs, lack of consideration of the prospects for the develop
ment of R&D product, the need to make complex price ad
justments for R&D product, and so on. The problem areas
that can arise when pricing R&D products using a compara
tive methodological approach are that transfer transactions
with comparable R&D products in the market are usually lim
ited to two or three enterprises or even divisions of a single en
terprise. Prices for R&D products (in particular, transfer pric
es) are mostly a trade secret and are not subject to official dis
closure. Although most R&D products are unique, the com
parative methodological approach is not widely used for them.
However, in the field of industrial electronics, sufficient infor
mation can be obtained to apply this approach.
A significant advantage of the comparative methodological
approach is to take into account the probabilistic nature of the
R&D product price, which depends on many dynamic factors.
Along with other methods, the methods of this approach most
effectively reflect the demand and supply for an R&D product,
taking into account the market situation as much as possible.
A combined approach to pricing for R&D products can
integrate all of the above approaches. Among the methods of
the combined approach, there is the method of environmental
and social assessment, the method of weight contributions of
the market, costbased and revenue approaches to the final re
sult, and others.
Due to the exclusivity of R&D products, the complexity of
searching for analog objects, the variety of specific character
istics of R&D products, the conditions for their generation,
implementation, and use, in practice, it is necessary to deter
mine prices for such R&D products based on the methods of
several methodological approaches. At the same time, the
price of an R&D product should be formed taking into ac
count market categories, namely: demand, supply, competi
tion, and other market factors that directly or indirectly affect
the pricing processes, along with an assessment of the key
characteristics of R&D products.
Taking into account the changing market conditions and
the uniqueness of each R&D product, the price formation for
it should take into account the heterogeneous parameters of
consumer value and its market receptivity. These two charac
teristics comprehensively describe the R&D product, on the
basis of which you can form an idea of the prospects for its
commercialization, market launch, diffusion, and so on.
Based on the aggregation of parameters that determine the
specifics of the consumer value and market receptivity of an
R&D product, you can output a correction factor that will al
low you to clarify the current price for the R&D product (for
example, preformed by the costbased method), which can
later be compared with the price of the market analog of this
R&D product.
However, if the theoretical relationship between the con
sumer value of an R&D product and its market receptivity is
obvious, then it is not an easy task to justify an econometric
model for determining such a correction factor, since the set of
parameters that determine the consumer value and market re
ceptivity of an R&D product is quite diverse, with a complex
level of mutual correlation. Therefore, to develop a correction
factor to clarify the price of an R&D product, taking into ac
count its consumer value and market receptivity, it is advisable
to use fuzzy set theory algorithms. Models based on these
principles (in particular, Mamdani, Larsen, Tzukamoto, Sug
eno, and others) have a high level of flexibility in minding ex
pert assessments that are highly adaptable in practical applica
tion and contribute to the formalization of different types of
dependencies.

By adjusting prices for R&D products based on fuzzy sets,
we should understand the process by which, based on an exist
ing set of data, we can establish significant parameters that
determine the nature of the R&D product valuation and make
it possible to analyze changes in its states that are not directly
measured. The methodology for applying fuzzy set theory al
gorithms to evaluate economic phenomena is based on some
theoretical foundations by L. Zadeh (L. Zadeh, 1976), in par
ticular:
1) assume that the R&D product will enter the state that
applies to a finite set of states S where there are two disjoint
subsets S1 ∪ S2 (S1 is a subset of the states in the degree of
manifestation of signs are consistent with the parameters of
the desired state; S2 is a subset of the states in the degree of
manifestation of signs are not consistent with parameters de

=
S1 {=
si }, i 1, n includes the types of
sired state. The subset
states that contribute to effective development. The subset

{ }

=
S2 =
s j , i 1, m includes types of states that correspond to
changes in parameters or their relationships that lead to devia
tions from the expected result;
2) we analyze sets S or subsets S1 and S2 as the basis for
evaluating the real state of an object. The assessment is based
on expert assessments and methods for its conduction;
3) we detect deviations from the parameters of the desired
state (that is, the object can be in a state of transformation
from the state Sk to Sl, since the conditions are not violated if
Sk and Sl belong to a subset of states S1).
The criterion of cost efficiency in R&D product based on
consumer values R&D product and market receptivity based
on the algorithms of the theory of fuzzy sets is expressed by the
maximization of the suitability level of the results obtained (es
timates of) a particular market situation.
For the most part, R&D products are characterized by a
significant level of innovation, which determines the level of
their consumer value. At the same time, the consumer value
may not be sufficient if the market receptivity of this product is
low. On the one hand, consumer value is a response to market
expectations or requests, and on the other – consumers may
not be ready to purchase this R&D product. We believe that
integrating these two mutually conditioned characteristics of
an R&D product into a single correction factor using fuzzy set
theory algorithms to form the price of the R&D product will
help clarify the place of the R&D product in the market, form
an adequate price for it, and achieve a high degree of predict
ability of market effects that an R&D product may entail. The
price for an R&D product formed in this way will be reason
able since it will simultaneously take into account the charac
teristics of the R&D product that determine its consumer val
ue and the signs of a changing market that will indicate the
level of its receptivity.
In order to develop the abovedescribed price adjustment
coefficient for R&D products based on fuzzy set theory algo
rithms, the Mamdani model was selected. This model differs
from others in the fact that its rules contain fuzzy values
(membership functions) in their consequents. According to
the Mamdani model, it is advisable to divide the process of
price adjustment for R&D products into stages that are char
acterized by such mathematical content:
1) fuzzification (determining possible values of linguistic
variables);
2) generalization of antecedents and consequents, forming
conclusions using logical connections;
3) defuzzification.
Based on the conducted research, lists of features of gener
alizing factors influencing the price (x1 – features that deter
mine the consumer value of an R&D product, x2 – features
that determine the market receptivity of an R&D product) are
formed, which will adjust the price of R&D products. The at
tributes are summarized in Table 1, where they are assigned
the value of linguistic variables.
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Table 1
Signs and factors influencing the price of R&D products
Generalizing factors influencing
the price of an R&D product
(thermal peaks)
x1 – features that determine the
consumer value of an R&D
product

Signs of factors influencing the price
The level of competitiveness of an R&D product (p1)
The level of technological readiness of an R&D product (p2)
The level of the knowledge intensity of an R&D product (p3)
The legal protection level of an R&D product (p4)
The level of key competencies of the R&D product development team (p5)
The level of social orientation of an R&D product (p6)
The level of environmental friendliness of an R&D product (p7)
The security level of an R&D product (p8)

x2 – signs that determine the
market receptivity of an R&D
product

Meaning and explanation of
linguistic terms of the factor
L – low indicator level
[-50; -40; -30];
E – entertainable indicator
level [-30; -20; -10];
M – middle indicator level
[-10; 0; 10];
A – available indicator level
[10; 20; 30];
H – high indicator level
[30; 40; 50]

The scaling potential level of an R&D product (p9)
The market convergence level of an R&D product (p10)
The risk level of an R&D product (p11)
The level of market diffusion of an R&D product (p12)
The level of complexity of the market launch of an R&D product (p13)

The approach to R&D product price adjustment using
fuzzy set theory algorithms can be described as a function: S =
= f (x1; x2), which is a system of functions in the following order
(notation according to Table 1)
 f ( x1 ) = f ( p1; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ; p5 ; p6 ; p7 ; p8 )
.
(1)

 f ( x2 ) = f (( p9 ; p10 ; p11; p12 ; p13 )
In practice, the existing characteristics of factors influenc
ing the price of R&D products form a questionnaire for ex
perts. Each attribute is assigned a score in points: from -2 to 2
(where “-2” – no influence features, “-1” – a low degree of
influence, “0” – an average degree of influence, “1” – a high
degree of influence, “2” – the highest degree of influence).
Experts evaluate the characteristics of an R&D product, and
then their judgments are matched using a concordance coef
ficient. It should be noted that in the case of evaluating each
specific R&D product, the characteristics may objectively
have a different level of manifestation, which is advisable to
correct using weight coefficients. Using the method for deter
mining the arithmetic mean, we derive the total score for a
group of factors from the estimates obtained by generalizing
factors x1 and x2 and convert the resulting number to a percent
age (%). Moving further, we evaluate which range of values of
the linguistic terms of the factor belongs to the obtained esti
mate. Based on the formed set of term factors, it is necessary
to develop a knowledge base – possible variants of the ratio of
characteristics on the impact on the consumer value of an
R&D product – x1 and market receptivity – x2. If necessary, it
is advisable to apply the weight of the rule in the range [0 ... 1],
which will indicate the significance level of the variant of gen
eralizing factors influencing the price of R&D product ratio.
Based on the application of the Mamdani algorithm in the
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox component of the MATLAB software
package, a model was created for adjusting the price of an R&D
product using the authors’ method described, and a knowledge
base was added, a fragment of which is shown in Fig. 1.
A change in the level of a particular trait within x1 or x2
means a change in the level of consumer value and market sen
sitivity of the R&D product due to this trait. In turn, this af
fects the adjustment of the R&D product price indicator.
A visualization of a fuzzy model of price adjustment for
R&D products for pricing purposes, reflecting the relationship
between consumer value influences and market receptivity of
R&D products, is shown in Fig. 2. Within the described sys
tem, the resulting surface is a reference.
The method was developed and tested on the example of a
166

number of R&D products of LLC “Diada Group”, which
works in the field of industrial electronics. It should be noted
that the functions of belonging of fuzzy subsets to a fuzzy set –
the R&D product price correction coefficient – are formed so
that this coefficient has a value in the range from 0 to 100. De
fuzzification was performed using the centroid method.
Programming within the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox MATLAB
component for generalizing factors influencing the price of the
R&D product of LLC “Diada Group” and further defuzzifi
cation allowed us to obtain the desired correction factors for
pricing purposes. An example of the result of the servo conver
sion technology of DC is shown in Fig. 3.
This method was used to calculate correction factors for a
number of R&D products of LLC “Diada Group”. As a result
of applying a reasonable method, the obtained values are de
termined by a fuzzy number with a certain range, which allows
us to apply not only probabilistic estimates but also design pa
rameters. The method allows you to achieve a higher level of
accuracy of the R&D product price indicator since it takes into

Fig. 1. Creating a knowledge base for the R&D product price
adjustment model using the Mamdani algorithm in the
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox MATLAB component (fragment)

Fig. 2. Reference surface of the correlation system of consumer
value influences and market receptivity of an R&D product
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features to compare ΔVaj is correction in the price (+, -) of
the sale of a similar R&D product, for the j th comparison
feature.
In part, the method for evaluating developments using a
comparative approach was revealed in [12], which will have its
peculiarities for pricing tasks for R&D products.
To compare an R&D product with similar objects, a sys
tem of equations is formed, which, taking into account the
adjustment, we will describe as follows
Fig. 3. Results of determining the correction factor for ricing
purposes for the DC servo conversion technology LLC “Diada Group” using Fuzzy Logic Toolbox MATLAB
account a set of features characteristic of the R&D product
and the changing market situation.
Among the most common approaches to pricing for R&D
products is the comparative one.
According to the Methods of evaluation of intellectual
property rights (Order of the State Property Fund, 2008,
No. 740), the price of an R&D product is formed by adjusting
the sale prices (offers) similar objects arising from the con
tracts, the essential terms of which meet or will meet the con
ditions to determine the market value of the development [15].
The methods of the comparative approach provide the basis
for setting the average market price for an R&D product. When
applying a comparative approach to pricing, it is important to take
into account reliable data relative to analogs, as well as the mutual
correlation between the characteristics of the objects being com
pared. It is necessary to operate with objective estimates, which
requires formalization, in particular in terms of adjusting the price
of an R&D product by indicators of similar or different analogs
(which reflect the manifestation of consumer value and market
receptivity of the R&D product, which was mentioned above).
To generate a price for an R&D product based on a com
parative methodological approach, we use the expression
m

Vint= Va + ∑ ⋅ ΔVaj ,

(2)

j =1

where Vint is the price of an R&D product, gr. units; Va is the
price of a similar R&D product, gr. units; m is the number of

Vint - Δx11·ΔV1 - Δx12 ·ΔV2 -…- Δx1n ·ΔVn

Vint - Δx21·ΔV1 - Δx22 ·ΔV2 -…- Δx2 n ·ΔVn

Vint - Δx31·ΔV1 – Δx32 ·ΔV2 -…- Δx3n ·ΔVn ,
……………………………………………….

Vint - Δxm1·ΔV1 - Δxm 2 ·ΔV2 -…- Δxmn ·ΔVn

(3)

where x0j is the value j of the correction coefficient for the ob
ject of evaluation; xaj is the value of the j th correction coeffi
cient for the aanalogue; ΔVj is contribution to the unit price of
the j th correction factor.
In matrix form, system (3) will have a description

 Vint 
 V1 


 
 ΔV1 
 V1 
ΔXV ′ =
=
ΔX -1V ,
;
V; V′=
V


 ; V ′ =
…


…
ΔV 
V 
 n
 m
where ΔX -1 is inverse matrix to the ΔX matrix.
In order to determine the strength of the influence of fac
tors that indicate the similarity or difference of the R&D prod
uct from its analogs in terms of consumer value and market
receptivity, a scale of impact factors was compiled: weak (0–
3.3) medium (3.3–6.6), strong (6.6–10).
To test the described method of pricing for R&D product,
further calculations are shown on the example of the DC servo
conversion technology of LLC “Diada Group”. For this pur
pose, 14 analog objects were selected and the signs of factors
influencing the price from Table 1 were used. Table 2 is based
on the influence of factors assessed by experts, coordination,
and generalization of their opinions.

Table 2
Evaluation of characteristics of analogs of R&D products – technologies of DC servo conversion of LLC “Diada Group”

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

p8

p9

p10

p11

p12

p13

Prices,
thousand
UAH

DC servo conversion
technology

9.4

7.3

3.4

8.5

5.6

6.2

1.9

5.6

7.1

6.3

5.0

6.9

3.5

–

1

9.3

9.1

6.9

9.1

8.9

9.6

7.3

5.6

6.3

7.8

4.3

5.6

3.4

99.55

R&D product and its
market analogs*

Evaluation of signs of factors influencing the price of R&D product analogs, points

2

8.4

7.2

1.9

3.9

4.2

3.9

5.1

7.1

6.3

7.1

2.1

4.5

7.2

69.77

3

4.5

4.9

2.8

5.7

4.8

4.9

4.9

6.7

7.1

7.0

7.2

5.6

4.9

119.00

4

8.9

9.0

8.4

8.9

8.9

9.4

7.1

3.9

4.5

5.9

6.0

7.8

7.1

11.52

5

4.1

1.8

1.6

5.1

4.1

1.9

2.3

1.6

4.3

4.5

7.0

5.1

3.0

63.00

6

6.9

7.1

3.0

4.0

5.2

4.8

3.2

6.3

4.5

5.1

6.3

5.6

4.5

83.56

7

4.1

4.3

2.8

6.3

6.3

7.5

5.8

6.3

4.7

5.0

6.2

5.1

7.1

60.2

8

5.8

4.9

1.7

4.9

4.1

5.7

1.5

2.2

5.7

6.7

8.9

6.1

4.2

71.6

9

4.5

3.9

1.5

4.0

5.6

5.8

3.0

4.0

7.1

4.7

4.3

5.5

3.7

69.5

10

8.4

7.1

1.5

4.1

4.5

5.0

5.9

6.0

7.1

7.1

3.4

3.9

8.0

71.92

11

5.1

5.7

4.5

3.9

5.2

5.0

4.9

7.1

7.0

7.2

6.8

6.1

5.0

148.57

12

9.1

9.0

8.4

8.9

8.9

9.4

7.1

3.9

4.0

6.1

6.2

8.0

6.0

12.03

13

5.0

4.9

5.8

2.3

3.4

3.1

5.1

3.0

4.2

5.0

6.3

5.5

4.0

75.34

14

6.0

8.2

4.5

6.1

5.8

6.7

7.1

6.0

4.3

7.1

8.0

4.5

3.9

91.84

* Analogues are products of companies: Siemens, “Dneproresurs” LTD and others
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Based on the data in Table 2, the matrices ΔX and V are
formed, the inverse matrix to ΔX is calculated, and this solu
tion is obtained
 Vint 


 ΔV1 
 ΔV2 


 ΔV3 
 ΔV 
 4
 ΔV5 


 ΔV6 
=
V ′ =

 ΔV7 
 ΔV8 


 ΔV9 
ΔV 
 10 
 ΔV11 


ΔV12 
 ΔV13 



 76.3451 


 -4.5671 
 11.2359 


 -1.8321 
 1.8021 


-14.1320 


 8.4545 

.
 3.0482 
 -11.9231


 1.6350 
 -9.1289 


 5.5296 


 7.395 
 -2.7298 



(5)

The element Vint is the average market price of the object of
evaluation, which is 76.34 thousand UAH. Taking into ac
count the inherent features of analogs, the price of technology
of servo conversion of DC has changed due to the levels of
signs of the R&D product: competitiveness – reduced by
4.56 thousand UAH; technological readiness – increased by
11.23 thousand; knowledge intensity – reduced by 1.83 thou
sand UAH; legal protection – increased by 1.8 thousand
UAH; key competencies of the development team – reduced
by 14.13 thousand UAH; social orientation – increased by
8.45 UAH; environmental friendliness – increased by
3.04 thousand; security – reduced by 11.92 thousand UAH;
scaling capacity – increased by 1.63 thousand UAH; the po
tential for market convergence – reduced by 9.12 thousand
UAH. Risk is increased by 5.52 thousand UAH; market diffu
sion – discounted by 7.39 thousand UAH; the complexity of
the market launch – reduced by 2.72 thousand UAH.
A positive or negative value of the obtained indicators
shows the corresponding dynamics of their influence.

Thus, based on the results obtained, we can conclude
about the nature of the consumer value and market receptivity
of the analyzed R&D product, since they integrate i the cor
responding signs of factors influencing the price of the R&D
productnto their composition. For example, indicators that in
solution (5) have a negative value, in particular: competitive
ability, knowledge intensity, key competencies of the develop
ment team, security, market convergence potential, market
diffusion, and the complexity of the R&D product market
launch indicate the risks inherent to R&D products from the
relevant attributes of these influencing factors.
Similar calculations were made for other types of R&D
products of LLC “Diada Group”. Practical results confirm the
fact that the method allows you to get more accurate results in
terms of the average market price of an R&D product. Certain
ly, the set of factor signs influencing the price of an R&D prod
uct may change, depending on the type of R&D product and
changing market conditions. Therefore, this method is more
flexible for pricing purposes, compared to the known ones. This
method allows you to quickly adjust the price of an R&D prod
uct, in accordance with changes in market conditions, and even
the R&D product warehouse. Based on this, the method can be
used for pricing in the short and mediumterm. In the case of
using the method for the purposes of strategic pricing can have
errors, because the changing market conditions are leveled.
The model of providing pricing for R&D products based
on the method for forming the price of an R&D product tak
ing into account its consumer value and market receptivity, as
well as tools for determining the average market price for an
R&D product allows you to compare the adjusted price of an
R&D product with the average market price and set the opti
mal level of the required price. The results of calculations car
ried out on the example of R&D products of LLC “Diada
Group” are summarized in Table 3.
Reading of the results showed that the price set by LLC
“Diada Group” for the technology of DC servo conversion is
67.45 thousand UAH. The calculations show that the technol
ogy is characterized by a fairly high indicator of consumer value
(H – 34.9), due to a significant level of innovation of the com
ponents, as well as a high indicator of market receptivity. The
price correction factor for this R&D product is 18.4 %. There
fore, the price of this technology can be increased to 79.86

Table 3
Comparison of prices for R&D products of LLC “Diada Group”, obtained by the authors’ methods, with average market prices
of analogs

features that
determine the
consumer value of
R&D product (x1)

features that
determine the
market receptivity of
R&D product (x2)

Correction coefficient
(based on the
Mamdani model),

Adjusted price of
R&D product,
thousand UAH/unit

The average market
price for R&D
product of LLC
“Diada Group”, (the
authors’ method),
thousand UAH/unit

The average market
price of an analog of
R&D product,
thousand UAH/unit

The value of linguistic terms of the factor
influencing the price of R&D product

67.45

H (34.9)

H (35)

+18.40

79.87

76.34

84.50

The device of
smooth start, a series
of SSB (model
SSB21170)

32.71

A (21.3)

M (8.7)

+3.26

33.78

35.60

50.12

3

The device of
smooth start, a series
of SSB (model
SSB21210)

47.57

A (12.6)

E (5.4)

-1.03

46.14

45.13

40.20

4

DM series magnetic
plate control device
(model DM121)

10.27

H (41.2)

M (0.1)

+2.14

10.41

12.50

16.80

No

R&D products

1

DC servo conversion
technology
(XDX200 series)

2

168

Price of R&D
product,
thousand
UAH/unit
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thousand UAH. The possibility of increasing the available price
for this technology is also confirmed by applying the authors’
approach to the formation of the average market price, for
which the value obtained was 76.34 thousand UAH. Both pos
sible prices for the analyzed R&D product are lower than the
market price of the analogs – 84.5 thousand UAH. That is,
LLC “Diada Group” can increase the current price for the
technology of DC servo conversion (for example, to the pro
posed level of 79.87 or 76.34 thousand UAH.) because the
technology is successfully accepted by the market and has a high
level of consumer value, which provides it with competitive ad
vantages. Accordingly, the company will have a higher level of
profitability. Further increase in the price, for example, to the
level of the average market price of analogs (84.5 thousand
UAH), should be studied on the basis of demand flexibility.
The described situation is also typical for devices from po
sitions 2 and 4 in Table 3. As for the soft start device, SSB se
ries (model SSB21210), the current price is 47.57 thousand
UAH. It should be reduced by 1.03 , that is, to the level of
46.14 thousand UAH, or the level of 45.13 thousand UAH – to
the received average market price of the R&D product. The
received prices remain higher than the market price of the ana
log – 40.20 thousand UAH, but they are reasonable and will
help to increase the competitive position of this device in the
market of industrial electronics.
conclusions. Increasing turbulence of innovative develop
ment actualizes the problem of developing tools to ensure rela
tively stable business functioning. In the economic sphere, this
is happening in the background of the search for effective
methods for determining the key performance indicators of in
novative business, which, in particular, include R&D valua
tion methods. The authors’ model of pricing for R&D prod
ucts is developed while carrying out the research. It is based on
the methodology of forming the price of R&D products taking
into account its consumer value and market receptivity, the
matrix method for forming the average market price of R&D
products, and the approach to comparing the obtained show
ings with the prices of market analogs.
The hypotheses established to achieve the research aim
were tested through the evaluation procedure of various R&D
products that are produced by industrial electronics compa
nies and whose products lay the technical and technological
potential for the development of other industrial enterprises,
including the mining industry.
Hypothesis 1 is true, since the method for pricing for the
R&D product based on its customer value and market receptiv
ity is developed based on Mamdani algorithm of fuzzy set theo
ry, allows to formalize and to consider different parameters that
define consumer value and market receptivity of the R&D prod
uct. The correction coefficient developed using this method
contributes to the formation of a reasonable price for an R&D
product and is flexible in use. This method allows you to set the
optimal price of R&D products in a changing market and there
fore is important when making decisions on investment proj
ects. The matrix method for determining the average market
price for R&D products is relatively maneuverable compared to
existing ones. It allows you to quickly adjust both the composi
tion of R&D products features and, in fact, their prices, taking
into account their inherent characteristics and market positions.
Hypothesis 2 is also true since the formed features of gener
alizing factors influencing the price of the R&D product are
universal and can be applied in the pricing process of any in
dustrial enterprises. At the same time, it should be noted that
the set of features may vary depending on the type of R&D
product and the specifics of the market in a particular period.
Hypothesis 3 is not fully true, since the developed model
provides high performance mainly in the short and medium
term. In the case of its use for the purposes of strategic pricing
can have errors, because the changing market conditions are
leveled. The price indicators obtained using the developed
methodological support reflect the situation that is typical for

the R&D product and its competitors in a certain and ana
lyzed period.
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mation about technologies in the field of industrial electron
ics, as well as the necessary data for conducting this research.
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Модели стоимостной оценки научнотехнических разработок промышленных
предприятий

Цель. Разработать модель ценообразования на научно
технические разработки промышленных предприятий, ко
торая отвечала бы изменчивым условиям рыночной среды.
Методика. Исследование базировалось на совокуп
ности методов, среди которых: компаративный анализ,
который был использован для сравнения существующих
подходов к ценообразованию на научнотехнические
разработки; алгоритм Mamdani теории нечетких мно
жеств – для разработки метода формирования цены на
научнотехнические разработки с учетом их потреби
тельской ценности и рыночной восприимчивости; ма
тричный метод – для формирования среднерыночной
цены на научнотехнические разработки.
Результаты. Проанализированы существующие под
ходы к ценообразованию на рынке научнотехнических
разработок промышленных предприятий, выделены их
преимущества и ограничения. Разработана методология
формирования цены на научнотехническую разработку,
которая позволяет учитывать ее потребительскую цен
ность и рыночную восприимчивость. Обоснован матрич
ный метод определения среднерыночной цены на науч
нотехническую разработку. Проведено сравнение цен на
научнотехнические разработки, полученных при приме
нении авторского подхода, с ценами их рыночных анало
гов. Оценен уровень достоверности полученных результа
тов на примере научнотехнических разработок ООО
«Диада Групп».
Научная новизна. Разработана модель ценообразова
ния на научнотехнические разработки, которая базиру
ется на методологии формирования цены на R&D
product с учетом ее потребительской ценности и рыноч
ной восприимчивости, матричном методе формирова
ния среднерыночной цены на научнотехнические раз
работки, подходе к сравнению полученных показателей с
ценами рыночных аналогов. В отличие от известных, та
кой комплексный подход позволяет достичь более высо
кого уровня точности цены, поскольку учитывается со
вокупность разнородных признаков факторов влияния
на цену научнотехнической разработки (путем разра
ботки корректирующего коэффициента на основе алго
ритма Mamdani теории нечетких множеств). Подход к
формированию признаков факторов влияния на цену
научнотехнической разработки делает возможным ма
неврирование составом признаков научнотехнической
разработки.
Практическая значимость. Авторская модель ценоо
бразования на научнотехнические прошла апробацию
на продукции ООО «Диада Групп» и продемонстриро
вала высокие возможности повышения точности фор
мирования цен в условиях изменчивого рынка. Будучи
достаточно гибким инструментом ценообразования,
данная модель может найти применение в практиче
ской деятельности предприятий различных отраслей
экономики.
Ключевые слова: научно-техническая разработка, модели ценообразования на R&D products, коммерциализация
нововведений, конкурентоспособность, наукоёмкость
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Мета. Розробити модель ціноутворення на науковотех
нічні розробки промислових підприємств, що б відповідала
умовам мінливості й нестабільності ринкового середовища.
Методика. Дослідження базувалося на сукупності ме
тодів, серед яких: компаративний аналіз, що був вико
ристаний для порівняння існуючих підходів до ціноутво
рення на R&D products; алгоритм Mamdani теорії нечіт
ких множин – для розробки методики формування ціни
на R&D products з урахуванням їх споживчої цінності й
ринкової сприйнятливості; матричний метод – задля ви
значення рівня середньоринкової ціни на R&D product.
Результати. Проаналізовані існуючі методичні підходи
до ціноутворення на ринку науковотехнічних розробок
промислових підприємств, виділені їх переваги та обме
ження. Розроблена методологія формування ціни на R&D
product, що дозволяє врахувати його споживчу цінність і
ринкову сприйнятливість. Обґрунтовано матричний метод
визначення рівня середньоринкової ціни на R&D product.
Проведене порівняння цін на R&D products, отриманих на
основі застосування авторського підходу, з цінами їх рин
кових аналогів. Оцінено рівень вірогідності отриманих ре
зультатів на прикладі R&D products ТОВ «ДіадаГруп».
Наукова новизна. Розроблена модель ціноутворення
на R&D products, що базується на методології формуван
ня ціни на R&D product з урахуванням його споживчої
цінності й ринкової сприйнятливості, матричному методі
формування середньоринкової ціни R&D products, підхо
ді до порівняння отриманих показників із цінами ринко
вих аналогів. На відміну від відомих, такий комплексний
підхід дає змогу досягти вищого рівня точності ціни,
оскільки враховується сукупність різнорідних ознак фак
торів впливу на ціну R&D product (шляхом розробки ко
ригувального коефіцієнту на засадах алгоритму Mamdani
теорії нечітких множин). Підхід до формування ознак
факторів впливу на ціну R&D product уможливлює ма
невреність щодо оперування складом ознак R&D product.
Практична значимість. Авторська модель ціноутво
рення на R&D products пройшла апробацію на ТОВ
«ДіадаГруп» і продемонструвала високі можливості під
вищення точності формування цін в умовах мінливого
ринку. Будучи доволі гнучким інструментом ціноутво
рення, дана модель може бути застосована у практичній
діяльності підприємств різних галузей економіки.
Ключові слова: науково-технічні розробки, моделі ціноутворення на R&D products, комерціалізація нововведень,
конкурентоспроможність, наукоємність
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